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Abstract

Controlling is primarily a phenomenon found in practice. The interesting question of how controlling develops in practice has received respectable attention in research and corresponding literature. In this paper we explore controlling in the light of empirical research. Moreover, the unexplored question of how controlling develops in practice in Croatian companies is the main inspiration for this paper. The objective of this paper is to provide an insight into the role of controlling and its understanding, function, tasks, instruments and information flow. We analyse the perceived contribution of controlling to business success as well as incentives and obstacles to its development. This study is based on the analysis of primary data with the aim of describing the development of controlling (explorative study). The research study covers the time span of 15 years in three different points in time: 2001, 2007 and 2015. The study is a retrospective longitudinal study, and this allows us to explore the process of change related to particular aspects of controlling. The study is at the same time a trend study since it enables the analysis of changes at the level of the researched sample. In this paper, we observe, describe and explain findings from the controlling practice in Croatian companies. Our results show that controlling in Croatian companies is most frequently understood as assurance of management rationality. In general, operative tasks and operative instruments dominate with internally-oriented focus. What is still needed is a more strategic and normative orientation, more external orientation and more freedom for controllers to create tasks and activities. Controlling is also recognized as a business success factor in Croatian companies. Management has the main influence over the development of controlling while IT support is discovered as the main obstacle in its development. The contribution of this paper is threefold: firstly, we provide insight into the controlling function; secondly, we explore the dynamic perspective in controlling over the last 15 years in Croatian companies, and thirdly, with this paper we hope to provide design guidelines and recommendations that have to be concretized in organizations by taking into account the specific conditions of each individual case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The practise of controlling has a very rich history. Early empirical studies date back to 1974 and inform us that 90% of 30 typical large German companies have a Controlling department [10]. Since then, many different research studies have proved a wide acceptance of controlling in the business practice. [10; 51; 24] Another very interesting study in this area is the international comparison of controllers’ tasks in Germany, France and USA [42]. It stresses budgeting, operational planning and internal reporting as the main tasks in German companies, and financial accounting, cost accounting and budgeting as the main tasks in USA companies. “Like their German colleagues, French controllers are consistently not responsible for the additional accounting and finance-related tasks which occupy most of controllers’ attention in the USA.” [52]. The comprehensive overview of controlling tasks in controllers’ practice ends with this statement: “The core tasks of controlling were – and continue to be – designing the planning process, monitoring whether or not goals are achieved, supplying management with relevant information, and providing business support to managers. In spite of all the similarities, controllers’ tasks differ from country to country and from company
to company in an economic region. This is what makes it such a multifaceted subject." [52].

This paper provides empirical research results related to controlling in companies in Croatia in the period 2001-2015. This study investigates the acceptance, position, role and understanding and possible changes of controlling in companies in Croatia in the past 15 years. Moreover, we explore changes in tasks, instruments and information sources and users of controlling, which gives us an insight in the function of controlling in the analysed period. Our guiding question is whether, and how, controlling has changed. Therefore, the aim of this study is to provide empirical evidence on controlling in companies in Croatia. This study is built on empirical research methodology developed by Osmanagić Bedenik [26; 27; 28] on controlling in companies in Croatia. The authors of this paper use the same methodological approach as in the research study conducted in 2015, which enables comparison of results in the entire period 2001-2015, thus reflecting the empirical evolution of controlling in Croatia. This study provides a theoretical and empirical contribution to the field. From the theoretical point of view, this paper offers the academic community interesting insights into empirical understanding of controlling and its changes. It therefore contributes to the existing literature. From the empirical point of view, this study with its relevant results provides understanding and learning from the practice and enables national and international comparison of the controlling experience while offering a basis for comparison. The target audience for this paper includes scholars who might be inspired by this new research idea. Since our results originate from the controlling practice, this study could be interesting for managers and owners, members of supervisory boards and experts as well.

The structure of this paper is as follows: after this introduction, section 2 provides a brief overview of empirical research studies and empirical understanding of controlling. Section 3 presents the empirical approach, data sources and methods. The empirical results are provided in section 4. Finally, section 5 encompasses the conclusion and contribution of this paper.

2. EMPIRICAL UNDERSTANDING OF CONTROLLING

Although almost every large company has a controlling department, no widely and internationally accepted definition of controlling exists [30; 1; 6; 22; 2; 51]. Rich literature on controlling has not yet created a widely-accepted definition. [2; 35; 10; 17; 6; 28; 12; 51] Various systematisation and categorisation models exist depending on the goals of controlling, goals of the company or depending on the understanding of individual authors [25]. The theoretical understanding of controlling can be shown through the following groups of definitions [49]: controlling is often defined as the function of supplying information, as part of management responsible for goal orientation and through the basic task of coordinating different partial management systems. It has to be stressed that different conceptions supplement each other, focusing on different dimensions [36]. However, in the real world, controlling is a ‘tailor-made’ function; it has to suit concrete managers in a concrete organisation at a concrete time under concrete circumstances. Any change in these determinants of controlling would change its practise and shift its understanding as well. Within the spectrum of controllers’ tasks, assuring rationality can be identified as a task type that is not exclusively, but indeed mainly carried out by controllers [52]. New incentives in the understanding of controlling were offered by Weber and Schäffer when they developed an orientation toward business rationality [50]. According to Weber and Schäffer [52] controlling takes over the function of rationality in the form of disburdening (efficient supplying of information as a necessary requirement), complementing (questioning the management activity by means of methodical and professional knowledge) and restricting (in the case of potential opportunistic decisions by the management) [25]. Still, it is generally considered that these new principles are not developed enough and cannot replace the principle of controlling coordination [34]. Since there is no single generally accepted definition of controlling, there is, similarly, no single definition of controlling goals either [12; 52; 3; 28]. However, on a general level, authors agree that the main controlling goal is to support management in the process of planning, controlling, reporting, interpreting, evaluating and consulting. The newest research studies compare the understanding of controlling in companies listed at the Frankfurt and Zagreb Stock Exchange and prove that controlling is mainly understood as assurance of management rationality, in German and Croatian companies as well [32]. In addition to different interpretations of controlling in theoretical papers, the following question also arises: What is the experience of controlling in practise? Controlling is a phenomenon which first originated from practise [16]. Empirical research studies provide knowledge from the real world so that both quantitative and qualitative studies of controlling in practise are encouraged [25]. Different research studies conducted in Germany in the period 1949-1994 provide insight in the tasks of controlling and a change of focus from cost accounting, calculations and operative planning toward counselling, investment budget and cost-effective business operations. Even though the tasks of strategic planning have gained increasing importance, the emphasis is still on the operative dimension of business [52]. The Landsberg/Mayer study [18] also confirms the dominance of operative tasks of controlling: planning and budgeting, participation in the creation and ongoing development of information, decision, planning and reporting systems, monitoring on the basis of planned-vs-actual comparison, reporting and commenting and advising divisional and corporate management. Apparently, strategic tasks are less important. In Austrian companies, the 5 most important controlling
tasks are: budgetary monitoring + planned-vs.-actual comparison, cost accounting, reporting, budgeting and variance analysis [23].

Empirical research in the area of controlling is very interesting. There are over 30,000 research results of controlling in practice, both in profit and non-profit organisations as well as research conducted at universities in the form of controlling education [56]. There are different ways of discovering the practise of controlling: through personal interviews, written surveys/questionnaires, content analyses and case studies. Such research prevails in Germany and Austria [6]. Empirical research studies in the area of controlling are numerous and they are often presented through doctoral dissertations. For instance, Legenhausen has researched empirical studies in controlling in the period 1970-1990 in the German-speaking area. According to Legenhausen, a total of 17 research studies were conducted on controlling in practice in different branches and companies of different sizes. The sample ranged from 24 to 1174 companies [19].

Controllers, as experts who practice controlling, are often the subject of research studies. Traditionally, research studies explored which characteristics were necessary and desirable, which characteristics were required in job advertisements and how they changed in time [18; 32; 36; 35; 12; 52]. Controlling instruments are often the subject of empirical research studies: indicators, cost accounting and calculation of effects, in-depth research of cost accounting, specific use of cost accounting, instruments of operative controlling [19]. Controlling research studies have been growing recently and they are conducted in different business functions: marketing [5], logistics [4], finance [46], reporting [20] as well as in non-profit organizations, controlling benchmarking [47] etc. Even though controlling has become self-evident in profit organisations there are interesting results from empirical studies on the use of controlling in non-profit organisations as well. Research studies focus on operative controlling and interdependence of the organisational environment, state of development and controlling efficiency. Organisational culture and professionalism of management significantly affect the degree of development of operative controlling. The final result stresses that developed controlling significantly contributes to the success of a non-profit organisation [9]. Moreover, research studies in Croatia show that controlling is a success factor. In other words, with controlling, companies achieve a higher level of success than companies without it [31; 7; 53; 43; 45]. This is not only valid in companies, but in banks [42], central bank [11], leasing companies [21] and post companies as well [38]. Controlling efficiency and its determinants is another interesting research subject [24]. Successful controllers are focused on business dimensions that are important to managers/company, thereby releasing themselves from less important tasks [47]. Research focusing on the practise of controlling is not only interesting in big companies (Weber 2007) but in smaller ones as well [51]. Attention is given to small and medium enterprises, controlling organisation and tasks, controller reputation as well as the desirable controller profile [38; 14]. Kaland also gives a detailed insight in empirical research in the area of controlling in small and medium enterprises and companies, especially expert retail. This author's extensive research includes the analysis of general conditions in the company and its specific functional areas, the attitude of the management toward controlling, the organisational form of controlling and controlling instruments [13]. International studies are also interesting because they analyse controlling in different circumstances and different cultures [8; 51] as well as other numerous contributions to controlling research.

3. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Inspired by previous research results on controlling in Croatian companies [26; 27; 28; 29] as well as by numerous controlling empirical research studies in European countries [20], our purpose is to provide insights into the development of controlling in Croatian companies during the last 15 years. Our guiding question is: “What does the reality of controlling in Croatian companies look like and how has it changed in the last 15 years?” This is a longitudinal study using the methodology in which data is repeatedly gathered for the companies over a period of time. This longitudinal research project extends over years and enables an observation of dimensions of the evolution of controlling. On such basis, the study addresses the following research questions:

1. How is controlling understood and accepted in Croatian companies?
2. Which controlling tasks dominate in companies in Croatia?
3. Which controlling instruments are most frequently used in companies in Croatia?
4. What is the main source of information for controlling and who are the main users of information from controlling?
5. Does controlling contribute to business success?

The sample used in this paper includes mainly large companies in Croatia (with more than 250 employees, more than EUR 4 m in total income and/or more than EUR 4 m in assets) in 2001 (N=70), 2007 (N=82) and 2015 (N=40). Its economic structure is presented in Figure 1. According to the age of organizations in our sample, it could be interesting to mention that between 50% in 2001 and 57% in 2015 are organizations with 50 years of business experience or more, between 29% (2001) and 38% (2015) have been active between 10 and 50 years, the remaining small number are young organizations with less than 10 years in practice. Our target respondents and their structure in 2015 is as follows: managers and heads of controlling department
(80% of respondents) with work experience mainly between 6 and 15 years (50%) and academic education (MBA 67.5%, postgraduate and doctoral degree 25%).
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Data collection was based on a questionnaire with 30 closed questions and offered answers of different grading and intensity. Quantitative and qualitative analysis was conducted with the help of the SPSS statistical package and descriptive statistics.

4. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH RESULTS

Our empirical results are divided in several subsections where we present institutional, instrumental and informational aspects of controlling. Moreover, we explore the contribution of controlling to business success as well as incentives and obstacles to controlling development.

4.1 Institutional aspect of controlling

From an institutional point of view, there is a close relationship between planning and monitoring, information and management [52]. Controlling can be implemented in two ways: as a philosophy implemented by controlling instruments without a controlling department/unit, or as a controlling department/unit that represents controlling philosophy with corresponding tools. In this paper we explore the existence of a controlling department/unit, its age, its position in the hierarchy and its independence regarding other departments. On such basis, the study addresses the following research question: What does the profile of a controlling department in Croatian companies look like? How has it changed in the last 15 years?

The existence of a controlling department in Croatian companies in the last 15 years is shown in Figure 2. Our findings show a rising importance and role of controlling: while in 2001 only 53% companies in the sample had a controlling department, in 2007 there were 74% of them and in 2015 around 90% companies from the sample had a controlling department. The European experience of controlling as a self-explanatory function is proven true in Croatian companies as well.
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Exploring the age of the controlling departments, we got more insights into the evolution of controlling. While in 2001 controlling was mainly being introduced (26%) or was a young function up to 3 years old (41%), in 2007 the controlling department was mostly present for more than 4 years (49%) and in 2015 there is a respectable experience of controlling for more than 10 years (52.5%). Our findings demonstrate the process of wide acceptance of controlling (Figure 3).
During the observed period, the size of the controlling department, measured by the number of its employees, was relatively stable: mostly 3-5 persons worked there. Since the educational level of employees determines the quality of work, we explored the educational level of employees in controlling departments. The findings are presented in Figure 4. In the analysed period, the controlling departments have strengthened significantly: the share of MBA-educated employees rose from 66% in 2001 to 90% in 2015, which is an excellent prerequisite for the quality of controlling work.

Institutional independence often means freedom of experts’ work. We explore whether controlling departments exist together with a similar department, for instance finance or accounting, or if they are independent. Our findings prove that in the last 15 years controlling has significantly become more independent; separation from other departments ensures focus on controlling experts’ work (figure 5).

Our institutional research would not be complete if we did not mention the function of planning and analysis. Namely, in the previous economic phase in our country, the existence of a planning and analysis department was a good tradition and an important part of the socialist economy. Our commitment in 1991 toward a market economy was often followed by the dissolution of planning and analysis departments in companies. Since management was aware of the benefits of this knowledge, many companies simply renamed Planning and analysis departments into controlling departments. So, in our sample 34% of Croatian companies (in 2001) and 45% (in 2015) had controlling departments which had previously been planning and analysis departments, under a different name. With this change, companies have become more modern, but in their core not really changed in their tasks and instruments used. At the same time, many companies, especially new ones, set up new controlling departments, 17% in 2001 and 45% in 2015, without any previous historical burdens. So, the controlling landscape in Croatian companies is influenced by the past and by present circumstances as well.

4.2 Functional aspects of controlling
The functional dimension of controlling can be discovered exploring the tasks which are executed in
this department. The main question is: Which controlling tasks dominate in companies in Croatia? Business circumstances, as they change, create new tasks and instruments for business needs and solutions. The operative point of view, which dominated in the 1960s, deals with the efficiency of present potential of success in the company. Its goal is to ensure the best relationship between costs and benefits, namely efficiency. Strategic controlling widens the perspective in the future and focuses on the present building of future potential of success. Effectiveness as the new and wider focus reflects the relationship between the company and its environment. Strategic tasks and instruments were developed from the 1970s. Normative controlling supports normative management, meaning vision, mission, values, culture and other norms regarding stake-holders, corporate governance, corporate social responsibility, compliance, and integrity of company [40]. The normative business dimension with corresponding tasks and tools was developed in the 1990s. Normative controlling encompasses and integrates operative and strategic perspectives into the company’s values and principles that last and make each company unique, thus distinguishing it from other companies. Integrative controlling encompasses balance between operative, strategic and normative tasks and tools in the process of setting values, planning, control, reporting, interpreting and evaluating business activities. Contemporary business needs an integrative approach. According to our results, the most frequent tasks are: reporting, control (analysis of deviation), planning and budgeting coordination, integration of partial plans and budget into the organization’s plan/budget and cost analysis. Those tasks are authentic controlling tasks, the core of controller’s responsibility, defined in 1962 by the Financial Executive Institute [52]. The next group of tasks according to its frequency includes expert assistance and supervision of planning/budgeting process and reasons for variances. The less frequent controlling tasks are categorised in the third group where strategic tasks dominate. It can be concluded that operative controlling tasks are in the focus of controlling activities in Croatian companies. The lack of strategic tasks may have influence on the lack of strategic orientation in companies, or, strategic tasks may be executed in some other function/department. Our results correspond with a similar research study conducted in Austria [6]. The research study of controller’s tasks in the largest Croatian companies listed on the Zagreb Stock Exchange [32; 33] presents similar results: the top 5 controlling tasks include operative planning, monthly reporting, checking cost reduction, cost planning & control, and cost & budget monitoring & control. The research project conducted in Croatia in the period 2009-2010 on the sample of 79 companies provides similar results: the 5 top controlling tasks are: operative planning & control, operative reporting, management information provision, coordination & integration of planning, control & reporting and planning, control & reporting in projects [29]. An interesting question arises from the exploration of controllers’ tasks, and this is ‘role taking’ versus ‘role making’. In other words, the question is whether controllers do what management tells them to do, or controllers determine most of their tasks themselves. Weber and Schäffer argue that, within certain limits, controllers are able to define task focus areas and roles autonomously [52]. So, what has changed in the last 15 years in the function of controlling? Our results show continuous strengthening of operative tasks, followed by increasing frequency of strategic tasks. We could interpret this as better affirmation of controlling. On the other hand, we can interpret this also as a consequence of the financial and economic crisis in 2007/2008 which lasted a few years longer in Croatia than in other EU countries, which further stresses the importance of controlling tasks.

4.3 Instrumental aspects of controlling

The level of development of controlling could be evaluated by a number of instruments. This subsection provides empirical results regarding the tools and methods which are frequently used in controlling departments. The main question is: Which controlling instruments and tools are most frequently used in companies in Croatia? The top 5 instruments used are: cost-effect comparison, indicators and system of indicators, comparison to competition, cash flow accounting and SWOT analysis. Those results reflect the dominant operative orientation of controlling with a slow shift to the strategic dimension (SWOT). The implementation of particular instruments depends on auxiliary means, e.g. spreadsheet programs, data banks, expert systems and controlling software programs. According to our research results, spreadsheet programs are the most frequently used means (from 89% in 2001 to 95% in 2015), followed by data banks (from 65% in 2001 to 57.5% in 2015) and expert systems from 11% in 2001 to 25% in 2015). Those means enable perfect operative planning and control but are not appropriate for the strategic dimension. So, what has changed in the period 2001-2015? Operative instruments widely prevail, its use in 2015 is stronger than before. There is also modest evidence of the use of strategic instruments, e.g. value analysis, product-market portfolio, sensitive analysis, etc. Because of contemporary business dynamics and complexity, more intensive use of strategic instruments would be welcome.

4.4 Controlling information sources and users

The controlling function can be explored by analysing the information flow: where does information necessary for controlling come from and where does it go then. In other words, who are the main users of controlling information? We got more insight into controlling and its information flow by asking the following question: What are the main information sources for controlling and who are the main users of information from controlling? Accounting is, no doubt, at the top, being the most used source of information (92% in 2001 and 100% in 2015).
It is worthy to point out that accounting is a very well-structured information source and always available. However, we have to stress that accounting reflects past – and in best cases – present business activities which can be expressed in physical or financial units of measure or hard facts. If we need information about possible future or soft facts, accounting becomes voiceless. And there is room for controlling which accepts the past and present situation but its focus is in future possibilities, where soft indicators are needed. Besides accounting, finance, sales, supply and production are the next frequent sources of information in controlling. This finding reflects domination of monetary, hard facts and internal orientation as well. Environmental information was ranked 6th as a source, with light increase in use from 41% in 2001 to 45% in 2015.

The dynamic perspective of information sources used in the period 2001-2015 shows a stronger use of internal information sources: besides accounting, finance, supply and production in particular have become more important than before, those are the main sources from which information flows into controlling. We see it as the dominant internal and operative orientation regarding information sources.

The next question is where does information from controlling flow next? Our results show that management – top and lower – is the main internal user and it proves – a wide accepted stance that controlling is a management supporting function. Besides management, other important users of information from controlling are sales, external users, supply and finance. The information flow into and out of controlling is presented in Figure 6. Our findings show top 5 sources of information for controlling. It seems that management uses controlling information first in accounting, e.g. using quantitative information from the past or present situations. There is a practitioner’s rule that says: for a business decision only 40% of information should come from accounting, and the remaining 60% of information should come from other internal and especially external sources. So, we can conclude that controlling in companies in Croatia is more past- and internally- oriented, which is the perfect orientation for stable and simple business circumstances such as those during the 1950s - 60s. In today’s dynamic and complex business world, much more external information sources are needed, followed by information about future possibilities.
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The dynamic perspective of the last 15 years reflects a stronger importance of managers as users of information from controlling, especially lower management. The good news is considerably increased role of sales, supply and finance as internal users on the one hand, and external users, on the other hand. It is well-known that bank experts appreciate the existence of a controlling department in an organization because there they can find information experts and a supporting interlocutor.

So, our findings also prove the increase in controlling users which reflects a wider acceptance of controlling in 2015 compared to 2001. The summaries of our main findings in controlling regarding tasks, instruments, information sources and users in the period 2001-2007-2015 are presented in Figure 11. For this purpose, we point out the average frequency of top 5 tasks for each year, top 5 instruments, 5 main information sources and top 5 information users per year. The field of controlling tasks has experienced the most intensive change, the average frequency has risen significantly, which proves a wider acceptance of controlling tasks in the last 15 years. Unfortunately, controlling instruments do not follow the tendency of tasks. The average frequency of controlling instruments rose in the period 2001-2007 and then stopped on that level.

The logical question was: How could controlling execute more tasks with fewer instruments? That is possible only if controlling tasks grow faster than corresponding instruments. Incoming and outgoing information to and from controlling reflects the increasing average frequency of information sources and, at the same time, the stagnating average frequency of information users. It seems that information sources have improved because of the rise of their average frequency, while information users have achieved their top frequency.
The changes in controlling in the last 15 years are evident in the fields of controlling tasks and information sources, while there is a lack of development in controlling instruments.

4.5 Contribution of controlling to business success

Controllers’ contribution to business success increases the more they orient their activities toward their internal customers, the manager [52]. Controlling demonstrates its effects only if it contributes to company performance and business success. Transparency is the key approach. Controlling sheds more light and awareness in the management process which is the precondition for accountable business success in the long-term. Controllers contribute to company performance in different ways [52]: new investment proposals have to meet profitability targets, new products are only included in the product range if they promise to improve results, and if managers do not achieve their targets they have to face unpleasant questions from controllers.

It is often claimed and empirically proven that controlling is a success factor [50; 31; 15]. The main question in our study is: How is controlling understood and does it contribute to business success? Empirically, controlling is mainly understood as professional assistance to all tiers of management, or shortly, as management expert support (77.5%). Secondly, controlling is frequently seen as information support (65%). Thirdly, it is seen as control and supervision (52.5%), followed by planning and analysis substitute (42.5%). In comparison, in German companies (Weber et al., 2006), management usually perceives controllers as an internal consultant (61.7%) and economic conscience (52.7%). Our findings reflect variations in how controlling is understood, present in theory and in practice as well. We can conclude that controlling is mainly understood as management support and information provider, which correlates with similar research studies [14].

From the dynamic point of view in the last 15 years, there is a significant shift of understanding of controlling toward management and information support, although the role of controlling as control and supervision was more accepted in 2015 compared to 2001-2007. We see this more as a lack of understanding of controlling than as a controlling role that has to be evaluated. Let us recall the Deng Xiaoping’s quote at this point: "It doesn’t matter whether a cat is black or white, as long as it catches mice." So, we want to discover if controlling contributes to business efficiency and business success. Otherwise, why would we need controlling? Our findings are very interesting and affirmative: in 2001 controlling was recognised as a business success factor by 97% of respondents, in 2007 by 93% and in 2015 by 100% of respondents. A very high percentage proves that controlling contributes to business efficiency and business success. Variations in percentages in the 15 years reflect a rising affirmation of controlling in companies in Croatia. As empirical research proves, not only in Croatia, controlling is undoubtedly a success factor and contributes to business success as much as management allows it to [31].

4.6 Relevance of controlling in the organization

With our last question we aimed to get a clear perception of the importance of controlling in the organization. From our respondents’ perspective, controlling is most important as a place of planning and analysis (4.48), and then an important source of information (4.15). Controlling is less important as consultant (3.53) and coordinator & integrator (3.43). From the dynamic point of view, all dimensions have strengthened in the period studied, excluding planning and analysis. As already mentioned, in many organizations in Croatia former planning and analysis departments have become controlling departments. From that point of view, a weakening of that role of controlling and strengthening of other roles of controlling reflects a stronger implementation of the real controlling function.

4.7 Incentives and obstacles to controlling development

Finally, our aim is to explore the determinants of the future development of controlling. The research question is: Where are the main incentives and obstacles to the development of controlling? Basic incentives for controlling development could be internal
and external. In 2015 our respondents estimated that 78.3% were internal and 21.7 were external incentives. Our findings demonstrate internal incentives as very important, especially the influence of management (22%) and employees (13.9%), while main external incentives are: external analysis (30%), competition (30%) and technology (20%). So, if we want better controlling, the main influence is by management, since they are controlling service customs, and employees as controlling service providers. The market situation and technology stimulate the development of controlling additionally.

Management has a key role in controlling practice: since management is controller’s ‘custom’, they decide about controlling conception, scope and performance. Controller tasks are determined by manager’s characteristics, namely manager’s motivation and abilities [52]. Therefore, management is the main stimulus – or limitation – to controlling. Empirical research in Croatian companies shows that the main impulse for controlling implementation comes from management (64% in 2001 and 54% in 2007) [28]. It would be interesting to find out if there are elements that hinder the development of controlling. Our respondents estimate that internal barriers (89.7%) are much stronger than external ones (10.3%). The most important internal obstacles are IT support (22.9%), management (20%), lack of understanding and knowledge (17.1%) and employees (11.4%). So, if we want better controlling, we have to invest into IT support and spread knowledge about controlling. External obstacles are present too, but they are much less important than the internal ones. However, it is good to know that they exist. To sum up, on the way to better controlling we have to spread its understanding, knowledge and benefits to management and to employees as well.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper provides empirical research results related to controlling in companies in Croatia in the period 2001-2015. The aim of this study is to provide empirical evidence on controlling in companies in Croatia. Our guiding question has been: “What does the reality of controlling in Croatian companies look like and how has it changed in the last 15 years?” This study is a longitudinal study that enables the observation of different dimensions in the evolution of controlling. The contributions of this paper are multiple. The first contribution covers the understanding and role of controlling in practice, its function, instruments, information flow, contribution to business success and incentives/barriers. The second one covers evidence of dynamic experience of controlling in Croatian companies in the last 15 years. And the third one covers the methodological approach for individual comparisons and benchmarks. This study also provides theoretical and empirical contributions. From the theoretical point of view, this study offers the academic community interesting insights into the empirical understanding of controlling and its changes, thus contributing to the existing literature. From the empirical point of view, this study with its relevant results, provides understanding and learning from the practice, thus enabling national and international comparison of controlling experiences while offering a basis for comparison.

The role of controlling as important expert management support is recognised in Croatian companies. This latest research, just like research studies before, reflects the dominance of operative tasks and instruments, neglecting strategic and normative business aspects. These results give a clear sense of operative controlling as widely present but show that there is a need for strategic and normative aspects as well. The relationship between the manager and controller undoubtedly makes all the difference so that managers give impulses or set limits to controlling performance and development and have the main role in the implementation of controlling.

The target audience for this paper includes scholars who may find inspiration in this new research idea and its discussion. Because our results originate from the controlling practice, this study could be interesting for managers and owners, members of supervisory boards and experts as well.

This paper provides the past and current view, together with the future outlook for the development of controlling. Controlling has indeed become so widely accepted that it is worth researching more deeply. International comparison and benchmarking provide additional knowledge and help to improve particular business practice. There are several directions for further research: exploring controlling in small/medium companies, different branches and in different countries, in non-profit organizations, developing controlling benchmarks, researching crisis controlling and sustainability controlling. The academic community is therefore summoned to explore new trends and help in their implementation.
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Abstrakt

Ključne reči: razumevanje kontrolinga, kontrolni zadaci, kontrolni instrumenti, podsticaji protoka informacija i prepreke, Hrvatske kompanije